I. INTRODUCTION
Low-level languages such as C and assembly do not have a rich type system to describe whether a function pointer indeed points to a valid block of code satisfying a desirable specification. Previous work on Foundational Proof-Carrying Code (FPCC) [1] - [3] , Typed Assembly Languages (TAL) [4] , and Certified Assembly Programming with Embedded Code Pointers (XCAP) [5] can support first-class code pointers but only by rewriting all programs into Continuation-Passing Style (CPS) [6] . Under CPS, function returns are viewed as indirect calls to continuation functions. For example, in the following skeletal assembly program, the function pointer foo was moved into register r and then invoked inside the bar function. Under CPS-based systems, each function, continuation, or program point can be certified using a single state predicate (similar to a pre-condition in Hoare logic [7] ); because a call to function or continuation never returns, no post-condition is necessary. The above assembly programs can be specified as follows:
spec 0 cptr(r, spec 1 ) ∧ cptr(ra, r1 < 2) ∧ r1 = 1 spec 1 cptr(ra, r1 < 1) ∧ r1 = 1 ∧ . . . spec 2 r1 < 1 ∧ cptr(ra, r1 < 2)
Here cptr(r, p) means that r contains a code pointer with precondition p; and ra denotes the return address register. The precondition of bar, i.e., spec 0 , needs to worry about the safety of calling function foo and all the code after bar returns.
The pre-condition of foo not only ensures that the value in r 1 is positive, but the safety of all the code executed after the function foo returns. Note that in spec 1 the information about the return address of bar is also needed (though we have omitted it here). CPS-style reasoning makes the underlying language more uniform, but it obscures high-level program structures. From the specifications above, one cannot tell when a code pointer is a continuation and when a function actually returns. It is difficult to certify large software using CPS-style reasoning.
In this paper, we present a new program logic, named ISCAP (or Indexed SCAP [8] ), for reasoning about the partial correctness property of assembly programs with first-class function pointers. We show how to certify unstructured assembly programs without resorting to CPS-based reasoning, so function abstraction is still preserved. We achieve this by combining a novel direct-style mixed-step operational semantics (for assembly programs) with step-indexing [1] . We show how our techniques can be used to build a simple semantic model for first-class function pointers. Under ISCAP, each assembly code block is specified with a pre-condition p and a post-condition g; here p ensures the safe execution from the current program point to the end of the underlying function; and g specifies how the program state changes from the current program point to the end of the current function. Under ISCAP, the specifications for the example above would be as follows:
Here, the assertions before the commas are pre-conditions and the ones after the commas are post-conditions. In all post-conditions, r denotes the value in register r of the starting states (the current point) and r denotes the value in register r of the ending states (the point when the current function returns). The pre-condition of spec 0 says that the function bar will execute safely if the value in r 1 is positive and r contains a function pointer with specification spec 1 . The post-condition of bar ensures that the value in r 1 will not be changed. The specification spec 1 says that foo will execute safely if r 1 is positive, and it will decrease r 1 by one and keeps the return address register ra unchanged. The specification spec 2 says that the code CodeC will execute safely and it will increment r 1 by one. Note that the specifications for bar and foo do not need to worry about any code executed after the (function) return. The specifications are more intuitive and follow the high-level function abstraction.
Our paper makes the following new contributions:
• We present a new program logic ISCAP that supports modular verification of the partial correctness property for assembly programs with first-class function pointers. Previous work on SCAP [8] also supports direct-style reasoning of function call and return in assembly languages, but it does not support first-class function pointers.
• In Hoare-style logics [7] , [9] , partial correctness of a program with pre-condition p and post-condition q guarantees that under any state satisfying p, the program can execute safely without fault, and if the program terminates, the ending state will satisfy q. Under CPSbased reasoning [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , the assembly code has no notion of "finishing"; partial correctness here only guarantees that if the "post-condition" (i.e., the pre-condition for the return continuation) specifies a safe return point then the pre-condition also specifies a safe program point. Our system fixes this limitation by introducing direct-style mixed-step operational semantics. More specifically, we give function call a big-step semantics but this semantics is based on the small-step machinelevel semantics so the partial correctness property we prove is indeed designed for the assembly language itself, not any high-level extension. We also use a binary state relation-an action-as the post-condition which avoids the use of auxiliary variables [8] .
• Our new program logic is proven sound using a simple semantic model built on top of our operational semantics. It does not require any domain-theoretical construction [10] , [11] . A key technical challenge, which we solve in this paper, is to decide how to apply step-indexing techniques [1] to define the semantics of actions. Each action (or post-condition) specifies two states and it is unclear how many index arguments it should take. We show that only one index (for the ending state) is necessary to build a powerful and sound semantic model.
• We have implemented our ISCAP logic and proved its soundness in the Coq proof assistant [12] . Following previous CAP-like logics [13] , we use shallow embedding to define our assertion languages (i.e., both pre-and post-
f, pc ::= n(natural numbers) Fig. 1 . Syntax of the machine conditions are just Coq predicates). The soundness of ISCAP is proven following a pure semantic approach: all the inference rules for ISCAP are proven as lemmas based on their semantic definitions so the program logic is more extensible. In the rest of this paper, we first present our machine model and its operational semantics in Sec. II. We define the assertion language, the inference rules of ISCAP, and the underlying semantic model in Sec. III. We show how to apply ISCAP to certify first-class function pointers using an example in Sec. IV. Finally, we describe related work and conclude.
II. THE MACHINE MODEL
In this section, we first present an assembly-level machine model and its small-step operational semantics, both of which are easily adaptable to the MIPS or X86 architecture. We then extend the semantics with step-indexing and present a directstyle mixed-step operation semantics that can be used to reason about the partial correctness of first-class function pointers.
A. The Raw Machine with its Small-Step Semantics
Fig . 1 provides the syntax of our raw machine. A machine world consists of a code heap, a machine-storage state, and a program counter. The code heap is a partial mapping from code pointers to instructions. Since we do not consider selfmodifying code, we abstract the code heap out of the machine storage. The program counter, which is a code label, always points to the current execution point. We have sequential instructions, branch instructions, direct jumps, and function return instructions. The sequential instructions include move, arithmetic, memory allocation and free, and (direct and indirect) function call instructions. The machine storage is modeled as a partial mapping from resources to values, while resources contain registers and memory addresses. We treat registers as resources, following the variables-as-resources approach [14] . For simplicity, we name registers based on how they are used; we will use the following naming conventions in the rest of this paper:
ReqS sc S and NextSsc S S where In Fig. 2 we define a small-step semantics for our machine. Here dom(S) is a set of all the domain resources of S. We use S{s → v} to denote the new state by remapping s of S to v while keeping others unchanged. A state {s 1 v 1 , . . . , s n v n } has domain {s 1 , . . . , s n } and it maps s i to v i . We use S 1 ⊥ S 2 to mean the domain of S 1 and S 2 are disjoint. We define that S 1 S 2 is the disjoint union of S 1 and S 2 . It is defined only when the domain of the two states are disjoint.
For those sequential instructions that are not function calls, we define NextS and ReqS for each of them. The predicate ReqS sc describes the state requirement for the safe execution of the instruction sc; the action NextS sc defines how sc changes the state.
B. Indexed Machine and Direct-Style Operational Semantics
We borrow the idea of step-indexing [1] , [15] and define a step-indexed assembly machine to approximate the behavior of programs that may contain infinite loops. In this paper, to make our semantics clearer, we directly introduce a step index into the machine world. We useW to denote a machine world with an index to create an indexed machine world. One way to understand the step index is to view it as the number of tokens we have available in order to keep the machine running. Each machine step will cost one token, so the step index is decremented at each step. Since we do not Executing a machine-level program is always done on a perinstruction basis. An assembly program, however, does contain some structure. We define a code block I as a list of instructions ending with a direct jump or a return (implemented as an indirect jump to a specific return address register ra).
Each assembly program is divided into a number of code blocks. Each code block can transfer control to other code blocks by executing a function call, return, branch, or direct jump instruction. Given an address label in the code heap, we can extract a code block starting from that label by using the following definition:
A function definition in an assembly language often consists of a set of code blocks. Function pointers are no different from regular address labels.
To reason about the partial correctness property of assembly-level functions, we introduce a new direct-style mixed-step operational semantics in Fig. 3 . This new semantics is built on top of the small-step semantics of our indexed machine. HereW ↓W denotes that starting from an indexed worldW, executing the current instruction may result inW . Note, here, executing a function call instruction also includes the complete execution of the called function.
The judgmentW ⇓W denotes that starting from an indexed worldW, finishing the execution of the rest of the current function may lead toW . Other than the return instruction, everything else (including the branch and direct jump instructions) follows the big-step semantics; a function body finishes its execution until it returns.
We define ISafe(W) to mean thatW is safe to execute the current instruction and FSafe(W) to mean thatW is safe to execute the rest of the current function. The formal definition is in Fig. 4 . The definitions are defined inductively based on the step index. As assumed, any world with a 0 index is safe. Note that an indexed world is safe to execute a call instruction if it is safe to execute the instruction together with the function that it calls, and furthermore, the called function, if terminates, should return correctly to the program point immediately following the call instruction.
III. THE ISCAP PROGRAM LOGIC AND ITS MODEL
In this section, we introduce our new ISCAP program logic and its underlying semantic model. The soundness of ISCAP has been proven in the Coq proof assistant [16] . For this paper, we will directly use the calculus of inductive constructions (CiC) [16] as our meta logic. We will use the following syntax to denote terms and predicates in the meta logic : 
A. Assertions
We first define the two types of assertions used in our logic: predicates and actions. A predicate is used to specify a machine state and an action is used to specify the relationship between two machine states. Both kinds of assertions are dependent on the code heap and the step index, which are important for specifying first-class code pointers.
The first state argument of an action denotes the starting state; the second one its ending state. Note that in each action, we specify two states but only one index. This choice is critical to our semantic model. Intuitively, each such action specifies a postcondition, so it does not require any step index for its starting state.
In Fig. 5 , we define some special assertions, assertion operators, and assertion relations. The first set of definitions are predicates. The following set of definitions are all actions. The last two are assertion relations. For ease of presentation, we often use r to refer to the value stored in register r in many assertion definitions; for example, r > 0 means that the state stores a positive value in register r. We can similarly define other boolean expression predicates. We lift ∧ and ∨ from meta logic to assertions. p g specifies the ending states of action g starting from states satisfying p, with the same code heap and index. We also define the separation conjunction for predicates and actions.
[p] shows an action with the same starting and ending states, which satisfy p. The action g 1 • g 2 composes two actions into one. The last two relations are implication of assertions. 
B. Assertion Pairs as Specifications
We use a predicate as the pre-condition of a program point and an action to specify how a program will behave. If p can guarantee the safety of a sequential instruction sc and the behavior of sc satisfies g, we say (p, g) covers the sequential instruction sc.
Definition 1
The formal definition of (p, g) covers sc under the code heap C for i steps ((p, g) ∝ (C,i) sc):
For example, ( ReqS sc , NextS sc ) covers the instruction sc if it is not a function call. We want to define that an assertion pair covers a function call in the same way. However, we cannot define structurally a function from the unstructured assembly programs, so we use structure I to denote the function body from block I to the end(s) of the current function. This is different from traditional systems, which use code blocks I to stand for the whole continuation starting from block I. From now on, when we say an assertion pair covers a code block, we really mean it covers its underlying function.
Definition 2
The formal definition of (p, g) covers I under the code heap C for i steps ((p, g) ∝ (C,i) I):
C. Function Pointer Assertions and Well-Formed Assertions
In our machine model, function pointers may be stored in any part of a state. We use the following assertion to specify a first-class function pointer:
It means that (p, g) can cover the function pointed by f (or r of state S) for i steps under code heap C. Only well-formed assertions (defined below) are allowed in our program logic.
Definition 3 Well-formed assertions are monotonic on the index:
Ill-formed assertions like λC, S, i. i > 3, are meaningless for reasoning about the safety properties of programs.
Lemma 1 About well-formed assertions:
• those special assertions defined in Fig. 5 are well-formed;
• function pointer assertions are well-formed;
• well-formedness is preserved by the operators defined in Fig. 5 .
D. ISCAP Inference Rules
Fig . 6 shows the inference rules of our new program logic ISCAP. We have four sets of rules for four kinds of rule judgments. Ψ is the specification for code heap. It is a partial mapping from code pointers to assertion pairs.
We use code heap specifications to cover code heaps. A code heap specification Ψ covers a code heap C for i steps under another code heap C 0 (denoted as Ψ ∝ (C0,i) C) if and only if for any code pointer f in domain of Ψ, Ψ(f ) covers cb(C, f) for i steps under the code heap C 0 .
The first set contains rules for sequential instructions. Judgement Ψ |= {p} sc {g} means that if for any code heap C and index i, Ψ covers C for i steps under C, then (p, g) covers sc for i + 1 steps under C.
Rule CALL is for direct function calls and Rule CALLR is for indirect function calls. Rule SC is for other sequential instructions. We also have weakening rule WEAK-I and ordinary frame rule FRAME-I for well-specified sequential instructions. FP-I is used to introduce function pointer assertions when we know the exact values of the function pointers.
The following set contains rules for well-specified functions. Judgement Ψ |= {p} I {g} means that if for any code heap C and index i, Ψ covers C for i steps under C, then (p, g) covers I for i + 1 steps under C.
Rules SEQ, BGTZ, JMP and RET follow the syntax of the code blocks. Because an assertion only covers a program to the return point (of the current function), the pre-condition for the return instruction only need to guarantee that the return address register is in domain of the state, ignoring the future execution after the function return. We also have weakening rule WEAK-F, ordinary frame rule FRAME-F and introduction rule of function pointer assertion FP-F.
The third set contains rules for well-specified code heaps. Judgment Ψ |= C : Ψ 0 means that for any global code heap C 0 and index i, if Ψ covers C 0 for i steps under C 0 , then Ψ 0 covers the local code heap C for i + 1 steps under C 0 . Global code heap contains all the function code which the local code heap may call.
Rule SGLTON is used for generating the specification for the singleton local code heap. Rule LINK is for linking two local code heaps. ⊕ is the harmonious merge operator for partial mappings. The result partial mapping is only defined when the two small mappings do not conflict with each other. C 1 ⊕ C 2 is formally defined as:
We can show that when the local code heap specification is equal to the global code heap specification, we get a global code heap specification which can cover the global code heap for any steps. This is the key lemma of the whole system. It shows how the indexed semantics works and how the code pointer circularity is broken. The proof is omitted here but can be found in our Coq implementation [12] . It is easy to see that this property is the traditional partial correctness based on functions. It is stronger than the simple safety properties proven in the existing logic systems for certification of assembly programs [1] - [5] .
IV. AN EXAMPLE Fig. 7 shows a function testing whether virtual functions in C++ are called correctly. Its assembly implementation is in Fig. 8 . We use identifiers to denote different code labels for clarity. Each object of a class contains a series of memory cells. The first cell contains the starting address of its virtual function list. The rest of the memory cells contain its member variables. All member functions of an object have an implicit argument which points to the object itself (which is the starting address of its series of memory cells). The function pcirc is the virtual function circ of the class Polygon and scirc of the class Square. The constructor for class Polygon is pcons which stores the virtual function pointer pcirc in the first memory cell of the new object. The constructor for class Square is scons which first calls the constructor of its parent class. Then scons stores the virtual function pointer scirc in the first memory cell of the new object and initializes the variable member e which is stored in the second memory cell. In the test function, it creates an object of class Square and initializes its edge by its argument. Then it calls the circ function of that object by first finding the virtual list and then getting the corresponding function pointer from the virtual list. Since the constructor function and the circ function for class Triangle is not used here, we do not list them in the figure.
class Polygon{ public:
virtual int circ() {return 0;} };
class Triangle : public Polygon { int e1,e2,e3; public:
Triangle(int a1, int a2, int a3) {e1 = a1; e2 = a2; e3 = a3;} int circ() {return (e1 + e2 + e3);} };
class Square : public Polygon { int e; public:
Square(int a) {e = a;} int circ() {return (4 * e);} }; int test(int x){ Polygon *p = new Square(x); return (p->circ()); } The specifications are given in Fig. 9 . Note that in order to show how the function pointer is used, we also show the assertion pair (p 4 , g 4 ) at the point where the circ function is called in the function test. (p 4 , g 4 ) covers the function body with three instructions: an indirect call to the "circ", the move instruction and the return instruction, which can be proven easily following the rules given in Fig. 6 . The predicate p 4 contains a function pointer assertion since the actual value of register t 0 is unknown. The pre-condition p for the whole test function does not contain any function pointer assertion, since the exact pointer value scirc is known from the post condition of function scons. From p to p 4 , the function pointer assertion is introduced using the rule FP-F.
We can prove the following theorem.
whether it can prove the same partial correctness properties as we have done using ISCAP. Appel et al. [1] , [3] , [15] pioneered the step-indexing technique and have shown how to use it to build semantic models for a rich type system with ML-style polymorphism, high-order functions, recursive types, and references. They use the index not just to count execution steps, but also to construct a dependently typed global heap type (for references). Our use of step-indexing is similar to theirs, except that their work is for building semantic models for types, while we use indices to modify the original definition of Hoare triples to prove the partial correctness property for programs with higher-order features. Appel et al. also built a Separation Logic for CMinor [18] using an index-based semantic model; it can support nested Hoare triples like our fptr assertion language construct. However, their model is based on a higher-level language and their soundness theorem only guarantees the safety property, not the same partial correctness property we are proving in this paper.
Reus et al. [11] , [19] , [20] presented an extension of separation logic with support for high-order store and nested Hoare triples. They can also prove the similar partial correctness properties as we do but the soundness of their program logics requires a more complicated semantic model based on solving recursive domain equations. Our semantic model, in contrast, requires elementary construction only and it is based on an intuitive operational semantics which we believe is more suitable for low-level assembly languages.
Honda et al. proposed a compositional logic for a highlevel functional language [21] . They used auxiliary variables called anchors in judgments to represent the eventual values of specified terms and showed some non-trivial examples. However, anchors are special for functional languages and can not be applied to assembly languages.
Previous program logics for assembly code verification follow CPS-based reasoning and cannot be used to certify the same partial correctness property as done in Hoare-style logics. In this paper, we have proposed a new program logic named ISCAP for certifying the partial correctness properties of assembly programs with first-class function pointers. We have proved the soundness of ISCAP by building a simple semantic model based on a direct-style, mixed-step operational semantics for the assembly language. In the future, we plan to extend our semantic model to support other stack-based control structures [8] , concurrency, recursive data structures, references, and higher-order frame rules.
